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Parity-time (PT) symmetry gives rise to unusual phenomena in many physical systems, presently
attracting a lot of attention. One essential and non-trivial task is the fabrication and design of the
PT-symmetric lattices in different systems. Here we introduce a method to realize such a lattice in an
exciton-polariton condensate in a planar semiconductor microcavity. We theoretically demonstrate
that in the regime, where lattice profile is nearly PT-symmetric, a polariton wave can propagate
at very high velocity resulting from the beating of a ground state condensate created in the lowest
energy band at very small momentum and a condensate simultaneously created in higher energy
states with large momentum. The spontaneous excitation of these two states in the nonlinear
regime due to competition between multiple eigenmodes becomes possible since the spectrum of
nearly PT-symmetric structure reveals practically identical amplification for Bloch waves from the
entire Brillouin zone. There exists a wide velocity range for the resulting polariton wave. This
velocity can be controlled by an additional coherent pulse carrying a specific momentum. We also
discuss the breakup of the PT-symmetry when the polariton lifetime exceeds a certain threshold
value.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics has shown tremendous success in
describing microscale particles and even macroscopic ob-
jects. One of the physical axioms in quantum mechan-
ics is that the Hamiltonian should be Hermitian so that
the system has real eigenenergies and unitary time evo-
lution. However, there exist many systems effectively de-
scribed by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [1], for example,
quantum particles tunneling through a semi-transparent
barrier or waves propagating in complex refractive in-
dex landscapes in optics. Generally the eigenenergies
are complex valued for a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.
Recently, the physics of PT symmetry has attracted a
lot of attention in various systems. Originally proposed
by Bender and Boettcher [2] (see reviews [3, 4]), PT-
symmetric systems are described by Hamiltonians that
are invariant under the action of the PT operator, where
P is the parity operator, and T is the time-reversal op-
erator. In these systems the energy spectrum may be
real despite the non-Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian de-
scribing the systems. Such a PT-symmetric system can
experience a phase transition from an entirely real-valued
eigenvalue spectrum to a complex-valued one when the
ratio between the imaginary part and real part of the
complex potential exceeds a certain critical value. This
specific point, called symmetry-breaking point or excep-
tional point [5], occurs when both the eigenenergies and
eigenvectors of the system coalesce.
Due to mathematical similarity between the
Schro¨dinger equation and paraxial wave equation
describing propagation of light [6, 7], photonic or optical
systems can be used to study PT symmetry, where the
non-Hermitian potential for light can be judiciously
engineered by the fabrication of materials with complex
refractive index. To achieve PT symmetry, the real
part of the refractive index distribution has to be an
even function in space and the imaginary part has to
be an odd function. Then, in the PT-symmetric phase,
the modes have symmetric modulus distributions and
do not experience net gain or loss. Above the PT
symmetry breaking point, one state experiences net gain
and another net loss. At the phase transition point
many counter-intuitive features are observed which
cannot be found in Hermitian systems, such as unidi-
rectional transport of light along a loss/gain modulated
waveguide [8, 9], loss-induced suppression and revival
of lasing [10], enhanced sensitivity of a microcavity
sensor [11, 12], single mode lasing and the appearance
of a vortex laser in a ring-shaped micro device [9, 13]
(more examples are found in the review [14]).
Considerable progress has been made in the theoreti-
cal and experimental investigation of PT symmetric pho-
tonic systems. Our aim in this work is to show that
PT-symmetric lattices can be realized in polariton sys-
tems, where they can lead to unusual dynamics of po-
lariton condensates. We use exciton polaritons in a pla-
nar microcavity to study PT symmetry in a 1D peri-
odic lattice under optical pumping. Exciton polaritons
form due to the strong coupling between quantum well
excitons and cavity photons, and they can undergo con-
densation [15, 16] at much higher temperature [17] than
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2FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a planar semiconductor quantum-well microcavity with excitation by a periodically modulated optical
beam in the presence of a periodic external potential, e.g., created by two counter-propagating acoustic waves. (b) Real part
(VR) and imaginary part (VI) of a complex external potential with V0 = 0.1 meV. (c) Band structure for the complex periodic
potential in (b) with effective mass meff = 10
−4me (me is the free electron mass). Real (cyan) and imaginary (pink) parts of
the complex eigenvalues are shown.
cold atoms. However, due to the spontaneous decay of
polaritons, persistent optical pumping has to be used to
sustain the population in polariton condensates. In this
case, the system is intrinsically driven-dissipative and
non-Hermitian [18, 19]. Polaritons have both photonic
and excitonic components, that opens a wealth of op-
portunities to tailor the complex potential and investi-
gate the nonlinear dynamics in polariton lattices [20–23].
Persistent Rabi oscillation [24] and multistability of po-
laritons have been already predicted in PT symmetric
coupled microcavities [25]. However, the spatial evolu-
tion of polariton condensates in extended PT-symmetric
lattices has never been proposed or explored, although
it is apparent that such lattices may open new prospects
for the manipulation of the polariton waves.
In the present paper we realize a PT-symmetric lattice
for polariton condensates, using a spatially periodically
modulated optical pump profile together with a periodi-
cally modulated external potential (for example induced
by the interference of two counter-propagating acoustic
waves), cf. sketch in Fig. 1. Here we demonstrate the
general feasibility of an exactly PT-symmetric lattice.
We also show that in the regime when the lattice pro-
file only slightly deviates from the ideal PT-symmetric
landscape, when the constant background in the periodic
pump beam only slightly exceeds the threshold for con-
densation, the lattice provides practically identical gain
for Bloch modes in the entire first Brillouin zone. The
nonlinear competition between such growing modes ex-
cited with noisy input results in the formation of ground
and excited polariton states at different momentum val-
ues. The resulting beating of these condensate fractions
generates a high-speed polariton wave. The velocity of
the resulting wave can be optically controlled in a wide
range using an additional coherent pulse. We also demon-
strate that the PT-symmetry can be broken as the life-
time of polariton increases, giving rise to an asymmetric
spectrum.
THEORETICAL MODEL
The dynamics of a polariton condensate in semicon-
ductor microcavities at the bottom of the lower-polariton
branch can be described by a driven-dissipative Gross-
Pitaevskii (GP) model, coupled to an equation for the
density of the exciton reservoir [26]:
i~
∂Ψ(r, t)
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2meff
∇2⊥ − i~
γc
2
+ gc|Ψ(r, t)|2
+
(
gr + i~
R
2
)
n(r, t) + Ve(r, t)
]
Ψ(r, t)
(1)
∂n(r, t)
∂t
=
[−γr −R|Ψ(r, t)|2]n(r, t) + P (r, t) . (2)
Here Ψ(r, t) is the coherent polariton field and n(r, t)
is the exciton reservoir density. The effective mass of
polaritons is meff. Due to the finite lifetime of polari-
tons, the condensate has a decay rate γc = 0.2 ps
−1, and
the reservoir decays with γr = 0.3 ps
−1. The polariton
condensate is replenished by the coupling to the reser-
voir density n(r, t) with rate R = 0.001 µm2 ps−1, while
the reservoir is excited by an incoherent pump P (r, t).
The interaction strength between polaritons is given by
gc = 10
−5 meV µm2 and between polaritons and reser-
voir by gr = 2gc. In different materials the interaction
strengths and consequent nonlinearities can be signifi-
cantly different, with typical interaction strenghts of 1-10
µeV µm2 in inorganic materials [27, 28] and on the order
of 10−3 µeV µm2 in some organic materials [29–31]. Ve is
an external potential which can be fabricated by different
techniques [32–35].
PT-SYMMETRIC LATTICE
Considering the 1D case, for our system the total ex-
ternal potential seen by the coherent condensate is given
3FIG. 2. (a) Deviation of the imaginary part of the potential per period from the corresponding exactly anti-symmetric
distribution versus P0 for different strengths of the external potential. (b) Real (cyan color) and imaginary (pink color) parts
of the linear band structure for V0 = 0.5 meV and P0 = 5 µm
−2ps−1 (Pthr = 60 µm−2ps−1). Included are the condensate
spectra calculated from the dynamics in (c) and (d). Time evolution of (c) the density of the polariton condensate and (d)
the corresponding phase on long time scales. The upper panel in (c) shows a 1D slice through the density (µm−2) at t = 9
ps as indicated by the dashed line. (e)-(g) The lowest energy band including examples of the ground state spectra of the final
polariton distribution emerging in three cases of randomly different noisy input. The spectra in the higher bands are the same as
in (b). (e) Enlarged view of the dashed box region in (b). (h) Velocities of polariton waves depending on ground state polariton
momentum for different effective masses and fixed external potential with V0 = 0.5 meV. For (a)-(g) meff = 2× 10−5me.
by
V (x) = VR(x) + iVI(x)
= grn(x) + Ve(x) + i~
(
R
2
n(x)− γc
2
)
,
(3)
with the real potential VR(x) ≡ grn(x) + Ve(x) and the
imaginary potential VI(x) ≡ ~ (Rn(x)− γc) /2. In gen-
eral, both the real potential and the imaginary poten-
tial are related to the pump profile, resulting in that
they always have the same symmetry in the absence of
the external potential Ve(x). However, when the ex-
ternal potential is present and much stronger than the
reservoir-induced one, i.e., Ve(x) grn(x), the situation
can change such that VR and VI have different symme-
tries. Here, we use Ve(x) = V0 cos(2pix/a), which can
for example be realized by interference of counter prop-
agating acoustic waves [see Fig. 1(a)] [36]. To obtain an
antisymmetric profile of the imaginary part of the poten-
tial, we apply a spatially periodic pump satisfying
P (x) =
A0
2
sin(2pix/a) +
A0
2
+ P0 , (4)
with lattice constant a = 4 µm. Such an intensity profile
can be created using three continuous wave optical plane
waves with different angles of incidence. We note that for
spatially homogeneous excitation the pump threshold for
condensation is Pthr = γcγr/R. Approaching the linear
case, that is when the pump intensity is just above the
condensation threshold, the steady-state reservoir den-
sity satisfies
n(x) ' P (x)
γr
. (5)
Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3), the imaginary
potential can then be written as
VI(x) =
~
2
[
RA0
2γr
sin(2pix/a) +
R
2γr
(A0 + 2P0)− γc
]
,
(6)
which is anti-symmetric when the constant loss rate, γc,
is compensated by the spatially homogeneous part of the
pump, i.e.,
A0
2
+ P0 =
γcγr
R
= Pthr. (7)
In the following we set A0 ≡ 2Pthr and adjust the pump
intensity by changing P0.
We start with the simplest case of P0 = 0, correspond-
ing to exact PT-symmetric lattice configuration. The
distributions of the resulting antisymmetric imaginary
potential and symmetric real potential, which satisfy the
PT-symmetry condition, are shown in Fig. 1(b). In this
case the system possesses only real-valued eigenvalues
(for the selected amplitude A0) as shown in Fig. 1(c).
To create larger condensate densities, such that the
nonlinearity must be considered, an external pump with
P0 > 0 is required. Then, nonlinearity affects the distri-
bution of the real potential as well as the imaginary po-
tential through depletion of the reservoir. It can be seen
4FIG. 3. Optical control of the velocity. (a) Time evolution of the peak density of the condensate with a coherent pulse applied
at t = 10000 ps. (b)-(d) Time evolution of spatial profiles at different points in time in (a). (e)-(g) Real part of the linear band
structure and spectra for (b)-(d), respectively, with V0 = 0.5 meV, P0 = 5 µm
−2ps−1, and meff = 2× 10−5me.
from Eqs. (2) and (3) that if the external potential (Ve)
and the loss of the reservoir (γr) are not large enough,
the total potential cannot satisfy a precise PT symme-
try anymore. The imaginary potential will be further
away from being anti-symmetric when the density of the
condensate is larger. The resulting deviation of the imag-
inary potentials from a precise anti-symmetric distribu-
tion [V˜I = V˜I0 sin(2pix/a) with V˜I0 = ~RA0/4γr], defined
as ∆VI =
∫ |VI − V˜I |dx, over one period is shown in
Fig. 2(a). It is clear that the deviation increases with the
intensity of the additional plane wave and the strength of
the external potential. We note, however, that in the pa-
rameter range shown in Fig. 2(a) the deviation does not
exceed 0.1% of the magnitude of the imaginary part that
means that the profile of such lattice remains close to the
ideal PT-symmetric configuration. As a consequence in
this regime the spectrum of the structure enables excita-
tion of the high-speed polariton waves.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), when for P0 > 0 the condensa-
tion occurs from noisy initial conditions and eventually
reaches stationary behaviour, condensate fractions form
at the bottoms of both bands. In Fig. 2(b) the spec-
trum of the emerged condensate is superimposed on the
eigenvalue spectrum of the nearly PT-symmetric linear
lattice calculated at P0 > 0 using the expression (3) and
assuming |Ψ(x)|2 = 0. The condensate in the higher
eigenstate is k-symmetric, while the condensate in the
ground state carries a finite momentum, i.e., the spec-
trum slightly shifts from k = 0 to finite k. We state that
this is not an artifact, this also occurs in a very large cal-
culation domain with an intensity filter to the periodic
pump to avoid the influence of the boundaries. One can
see from Fig. 2(b) that the small deviation of the lat-
tice profile from exact PT-symmetric landscape caused
by P0 results in the imaginary part of the eigenvalue
being lifted from zero to a small positive value which
is practically identical for all modes from the first Bril-
louin zone. Subsequent nonlinear competition between
these modes excited by the initial noisy input typically
results in the output containing excitations from two dif-
ferent bands. For an initial noise with zero average mo-
mentum, the fraction of the condensate belonging to the
lower band typically has zero average momentum kx as
shown in Fig. 2(f). In contrast, when initial noisy in-
put carries nonzero momentum, the output states can be
generated that are concentrated, within the lower band,
around nonzero momentum values, as shown in Figs. 2(e)
and 2(g). It is worth mentioning that a homogeneous so-
lution with a finite kx, corresponding to the sole ground
state, is unstable and then switches to the kx = 0 solu-
tion [23]. Therefore, the presence of the excited state ob-
vious in Fig. 2(b) that competes with the ground state at
finite kx value in nearly PT-symmetric structure seems to
be essential for stabilization of the latter. Coexistence of
the ground and the excited states with different momenta
can also be attributed to the nonlinear character of gain,
referring to the spontaneous scattering term R|Ψ|2 in Eq.
(2) [37–39]. Interestingly, because of the interplay of the
higher and ground state contributions, a high-speed po-
lariton wave forms spontaneously with velocity of ∼44
µm/ps that moves to the left [see Fig. 2(c)]. Here the
velocity of this wave can be calculated by
vg = ∆ω/∆kx = ∆E/(~∆kx) , (8)
with the energy difference of the two contributing states
∆E ' −1.44 meV and the momentum difference ∆kx '
0.05 µm−1 from Fig. 2(c).
Figure 2(h) shows the dependence of the velocity of
the resulting polariton wave on the momentum of the
emerged ground state condensate. Increasing the mo-
mentum kx of the ground state condensate simultane-
ously causes a shift of its energy to higher value. When
the effective mass of a polariton condensate is larger, the
wave propagates slower than that with a smaller effective
5FIG. 4. Non-PT symmetry lattices and PT symmetry breaking. (a) Periodic distributions of external potential V (scale on the
left), pump profile P , and steady-state solution |ψ|2 (scale on the right in µm−2). (b) Real part of the linear band structure
and the spectrum of the solution in (a). (c) Imaginary part of the linear band structure in (b). (d) Real and imaginary parts
of the potential for a polariton lifetime γc = 2 ps
−1, calculated from Eq. (3) with n(x) = 0. (e) Real (cyan) and imaginary
(pink) parts of the linear band structure for (d) including the polariton spectrum for (f). (f) Time evolution of the density and
the phase of a stationary solution in the presence of the complex potential (d). Here, V0 = 0.5 meV and meff = 2× 10−5me.
mass. This is because the energy difference between the
ground and the excited states for a larger effective mass is
smaller than for a smaller effective mass. Likewise, if the
polaritons have a small effective mass (10−5me), the ve-
locity of the wave can be very high, more than 150 µm/ps
at very small kx (kx = 0.025 µm
−1). From Fig. 2(h) we
can also conclude that there is a very wide velocity range
that can be obtained in a very small kx window.
Noisy initial conditions as discussed above can not eas-
ily be controlled. In the following we would like to ex-
plore the possibility to give the polariton condensate a
desired momentum by application of a coherent pulse af-
ter the initial formation of the condensate. The results
are shown in Fig. 3. From initial noise a symmetric os-
cillating state [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] is created, where the
ground state has a stronger contribution than the ex-
cited states [Fig. 3(e)]. At t = 10000 ps we apply a short
10 ps coherent pulse, which is resonant with the lowest
band, with a broad (near homogenous) spatial distribu-
tion. This pulse that carries a finite momentum, switches
the condensate state from the symmetric initial oscilla-
tion to a unidirectionally propagating state. The velocity
of the resulting polariton wave is related to the finite mo-
mentum carried by the coherent pulse. For example, a
coherent pulse with kx = 0.025 µm
−1 [Figs. 3(c) and
3(f)] leads to the generation of an additional condensate
at kx = 0.025 µm
−1 [Figs. 3(d) and 3(g)]. After the pulse
is gone, the entire condensate in the ground state is per-
manently switched to the state with momentum dictated
by the coherent pulse.
NON-PT-SYMMETRIC LATTICE
To prove the coexistence of the stable ground state con-
densate around k = 0 and the excited state at the bound-
aries of the Brillouin zone supported by PT-symmetry,
we change the pump from spatially anti-symmetric to
symmetric. The result for a typical symmetric pump is
shown in Fig. 4(a), which only allows non-moving peri-
odic solutions for the condensate. Figure 4(b) shows the
corresponding band structure and condensate spectrum.
The change of the pump obviously does not influence the
real part of the band structure, while the imaginary part
in Fig. 4(c) is strongly altered. In this case, during the
initial formation of the condensate from initial noise, it
simultaneously appears in the states at the center and
at the boundaries of the Brillouin zone. However, the
states at kx = 0 are quickly damped out due to the deep
sink at k = 0 [see the insert of Fig. 4(c)]. On long time
scales only condensate in the states at the boundaries of
the Brillouin remains as in Fig. 4(b). That is why in
a non PT-symmetric case and for pump intensity close
to the threshold two condensate fractions can only si-
multaneously be stable when they have the same magni-
tude of momentum [40]. A recent experimental work [41]
demonstrates that in the non-PT-symmetry scenario only
one of the two states has been observed in one measure-
ment when the pump intensity is just above the thresh-
old, which agrees very well with our numerical finding.
Notice that when the pump intensity is strong the phase
transition of polariton condensates from kx = ±pi/a state
to the ground state can also be observed [33, 42].
Previously, it has been mentioned that even in the PT-
symmetric case the eigenenergies can become complex
6when the ratio of the amplitudes of the imaginary and
real potentials exceeds a certain threshold value [5]. In
the present system, the depth of the imaginary potential
in Eq. (6) can be adjusted by changing the rate R/γr
or γc. Here, we investigate PT-symmetry breaking by
changing γc with fixed R/γr. Increasing γc leads to a
stronger imaginary potential, significantly modifying also
the real part of the band structure. As γc becomes larger
at the point where the imaginary potential gets stronger
than the real potential [Fig. 4(d)], the real parts of the
first and second band begin to merge at the boundaries of
the first Brillouin zone [Fig. 4(e)]. At the same time the
imaginary parts of the band structure start to split, which
shows the onset of PT-symmetry breaking. In this case,
the condensate solution [Fig. 4(f)] carries a homogeneous
background and its density distribution does not change
over time, while the phase velocity is non-zero. This
coincides with a highly asymmetric spectral distribution
in momentum space as shown in Fig. 4(e).
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have introduced a method to realize
a PT-symmetric lattice in polariton condensates. The
method is based on a spatially periodic pump acting in
a periodic external potential. When PT-symmetry is re-
alized, a spatially propagating wave of polariton conden-
sates is observed with a velocity related to the momentum
of the condensate formed in the ground state. This veloc-
ity can be optically controlled to have a specific value in-
side a wide velocity range. At the onset of PT-symmetry
breaking, where the system’s eigenvalues become com-
plex again, an asymmetric condensate solution is formed
with stationary density, but non-zero phase velocity.
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